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        Work - Live - Collaborate
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          Selected Poems, 1938-1988
        

      
    

    
      	
          Home
          
            Italo Svevo (Writers of Italy)
            
              Pastoral Diagnosis
            

          

        
	
          Live
          
            The Unconquered Knight: A Chronicle of the Deeds of Don Pero Nino, Count of Buelna
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        Claim isn't an office... it's a collective
Claim, located in beautiful Downtown Saint Louis, is a coworking space created for entrepreneurs by entrepreneurs.
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            Live

          
          Reduce your commute to nothing more than an elevator ride!

          
            Learn More
            
              The Lone Star Detention Center for Girls Series 1-3
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            Work

            
              Karen's Big Lie

            

          
          Enjoy a stylish open work environment with amenities included.

          
            Learn More
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            Collaborate

          
          Accelerate your business by collaborating with other entrepreneurs.

          
            Learn More
          
        
      

    
  

  

Communicate why data literacy is important for any business? Those who understand the “why” of initiatives are more likely to support the training to get there.
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        STAKE YOUR CLAIM

      
      Claim, located in beautiful Downtown Saint Louis, is a coworking space created for entrepreneurs by entrepreneurs. In creating Claim we wanted to build an environment that allows startups and small businesses to cultivate their identity and build their dream by offering access to the services they need while also providing the powerful effects of a collaborative environment.

      The best startups are nimble, adaptable and innovative. We offer versatile space to meet the needs of your growing organization. While your company may initially only a require day-to-day workspace for yourself, your business may quickly grow to require dedicated desks for new team members, conference space for meetings, and reception services to filter a barrage of incoming calls. At Claim we offer space for your business to expand to meet your needs.

      We want to encourage entrepreneurs and small business from all over to come and claim a stake in the exciting Saint Louis startup scene. The Saint Louis area offers startups an established support system with an affordable cost of living. Saint Louis pairs all the excitement and opportunity of a big city with the congeniality and accessibility of a small town.
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          Watching the Wheels Come Off
        

        
          Receptionist

        
        Full-time receptionist.
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          Klee and Nature
          
            In-Line Skating (Fantastic Book Of--)
          

        

        
          Kitchen

          
            Baseball's Hitting Secrets: How to Put a Round Bat on a Round Ball--Squarely

            
              Children Obey Your Parents in the Lord for This Is Right

            

          

        
        Shared kitchen area.
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          Meetings

        
        Access to conference rooms.
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          Coffee Bar

        
        Coffee bar with Starbucks coffee.

      
    

  

  
    
      
        
          
            
              Let's get social!

            
            Be sure to connect with us to stay up to date on everything we're doing at Claim.

            	Twitter
	Facebook
	
                Google+
                
                  Art and Multitude: Nine Letters on Art, Followed by Metamorphoses: Art and Immaterial Labour
                

              
	Pinterest
	Instagram
	Linkedin


          
          
            	© Claim. All rights reserved.


          

        

      

    

  

